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Narne of the
Fellowship

Duration of the
Fellowship

Monthly amount of
the Fellowship in

BDT

Number of
fellowsltip

Rernarks

M. Sc. Fellowship
l8 Months 30,000/- 40

Must complete the program.
Otherwise the received money
shall be returned

Ph.D" Fellowship
35 Months 45,000i- 20

Must complete the program.
Ctherwise the received money
shall be returned

Foreign
Fellowship (PG
Fellowship for

Foreigners)

l8 or 36 months
(depending on the

program)
30,000/- l0

Must complete the program.
Otherwise the received money
shall be returned
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Proposal for Postgraduate Fellowships

Postgraduate students are the main workforce f,or research activities in a university. The ranking of a
university greatly depends on their number and perfo**r.. To achieve postgraduate academic excellence,
there is no way but to increase the number of such full-time students by providing furancial support in the
form of postgraduate fellowships. Because, unlike undergraduate students, they are usually noi suppoted
by their parents. Sometimes they need to support their own familyalso. Due to this reality of life, most of
the cases students do their postgraduate studies in BUET as part-time students. Therefore, it becomes
difficult for them to excel in research. To enhance research abtivities through devoted full-time students in
order for achieving a good position in global university ranking, the following fellowships can be
introduced in BUET.

TabEe: Different -Eype$ sf Postgraduate FeEEowships

Narme of the
F'ellowship

Duraticn of the
FeEtrowship

Monthly Amount of
the FelEowship in BIIT

Remarks

M. Sc. Fellowship l8 rnonths 30,000.00 Must complete the
program. Other.wise the

received money shall

be refurned.

Ph, D Fellowship 36 rnonths 3 5,000.00 Must complete the
program. Otherwise the

received money shali

be refurned.

Foreign Fellowship
(PG Fellowship for
Foreigners)

18 or 36 months

(dependine on the

pro$am)

35,000.00 Must complete the

program. Otherwise the

received money shall

be refunled.

The committee proposes to award 30 M.Sc. Fellowships, 20 Ph.D. Fellowships and 5 Foreign Fellowships
immediately. The number would be increased in future based on the availability ofbudget.
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